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Abstract:
This paper presents performance result of single and three phase rectifier circuits using
MATLAB-SIMULINK which are one of the most used power electronics circuit. This paper
also describes method & concepts used to simulate power electronic circuits using the
SIMULINK toolbox within MATLAB software. The use of tool like MATLAB-SIMULINK has
always been a useful for analyzing and designing different circuits. The paper presents the
performance of three phase rectifier circuits in term of its output voltage, current.
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Rectifier is the power electronic circuit which is highly used in all power supply units. All
the modern power controlled circuits like simple fan regulator to DC motor drive use the concept
of phase control through which power to the output is controlled. This type of rectifier is called
controlled rectifier. For controlled rectifier modern devices like SCR and TRIAC are used, which
can control the output voltage and current by providing the necessary pulse at appropriate angle.
This method may be suitable for low power applications it is unsuitable to applications which
need a “steady and smooth” DC supply voltage. One method to improve on this is to use every
half-cycle of the input voltage instead of every other half-cycle. The circuit which allows us to
do this is called a Full Wave Rectifier.
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Figure.1: Modelling

Figure.2: display
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Figure.3: FFT Analysis Tool

With capacitor 47uf , 1000v
Sr.No.
1

Table.1: Results
(47uf = 4.7e-05)
Voltage
Approximate Voltage

DC
910.4 VDC

2. DC MOTOR
A DC motor is any of a class of electrical machines that converts direct current electrical power
into mechanical power. The most common types rely on the forces produced by magnetic fields.
Nearly all types of DC motors have some internal mechanism, either electromechanical or
electronic, to periodically change the direction of current flow in part of the motor. Most types
produce rotary motion; a linear motor directly produces force and motion in a straight line.
DC motors were the first type widely used, since they could be powered from existing directcurrent lighting power distribution systems. A DC motor's speed can be controlled over a wide
range, using either a variable supply voltage or by changing the strength of current in its field
windings. Small DC motors are used in tools, toys, and appliances. The universal motor can
operate on direct current but is a lightweight motor used for portable power tools and appliances.
Larger DC motors are used in propulsion of electric vehicles, elevator and hoists, or in drives for
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steel rolling mills. The advent of power electronics has made replacement of DC motors with AC
motors possible in many applications.
Electromagnetic motors
A coil of wire with a current running through it generates an electromagnetic field aligned with
the center of the coil. The direction and magnitude of the magnetic field produced by the coil can
be changed with the direction and magnitude of the current flowing through it.
A simple DC motor has a stationary set of magnets in the stator and an armature with one or
more windings of insulated wire wrapped around a soft iron core that concentrates the magnetic
field. The windings usually have multiple turns around the core, and in large motors there can be
several parallel current paths. The ends of the wire winding are connected to a commutator . The
commutator allows each armature coil to be energized in turn and connects the rotating coils
with the external power supply through brushes. (Brushless DC motors have electronics that
switch the DC current to each coil on and off and have no brushes.)
PERMANENT MAGNET STATORS
A PM motor does not have a field winding on the stator frame, instead relying on PMs to provide
the magnetic field against which the rotor field interacts to produce torque. Compensating
windings in series with the armature may be used on large motors to improve commutation under
load. Because this field is fixed, it cannot be adjusted for speed control. PM fields (stators) are
convenient in miniature motors to eliminate the power consumption of the field winding. Most
larger DC motors are of the "dynamo" type, which have stator windings. Historically, PMs could
not be made to retain high flux if they were disassembled; field windings were more practical to
obtain the needed amount of flux. However, large PMs are costly, as well as dangerous and
difficult to assemble; this favors wound fields for large machines.
To minimize overall weight and size, miniature PM motors may use high energy magnets made
with neodymium or other strategic elements; most such are neodymium-iron-boron alloy. With
their higher flux density, electric machines with high-energy PMs are at least competitive with
all optimally designed singly fed synchronous and induction electric machines. Miniature motors
resemble the structure in the illustration, except that they have at least three rotor poles (to ensure
starting, regardless of rotor position) and their outer housing is a steel tube that magnetically
links the exteriors of the curved field magnets.
3. CONCLUSION
The design of ac to dc three phase half controlled Converter was simulated in MATLABSIMULINK. We are finding out the 910.4 VDC Approximate by using of capacitor 47uf, 1000v
.These Converters are used in many industrial applications where controllable dc power required.
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